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EDITORIAL
Elitism Shaped Religion and Society
A photo published in the newspapers of a young boy looking at eggs
splattered all over the road has caught international attention. This
picture tells of a barbaric incident that took place on July 22 in Indore,
when the Municipal corporation workers seized the egg cart of Paras
Raykar, a 14 years old boy. It is alleged that the municipal workers
initially demanded a bribe for pushing the cart on the road. The
incident tragically concluded with the officials smashing four cartons
of eggs worth Rs. 7,000 to 8,000, exposing the misuse of the power by
Government officials. It is a reality in India that the life and life visions
of the vulnerable common people of the society are crushed by the
‘powerful’ who are shaped by the values of elitism, patriarchy, caste
and so on.
It is miserable to see that a combination of such authoritarian values is
being perpetuated in a hegemonic manner all over the world through
religious expressions nowadays. Since 84 percent of the total world
population identify themselves with one religion/religious belief or the
other, it still remains a powerful force of unification. This power of
religion has been identified by political powers, emperors and rulers all
throughout history and has been misused for their socio-political and
economic interests. Hagia Sophia, a common heritage monument at
Istanbul in Turkey being converted to a mosque on 24 July, 2020 is a
typical example of the same. It was originally built as a church by
Roman Emperors, later fell into the hands of Byzantine emperors who
made it an Orthodox church. It later came under the Ottoman empire
and was converted into a Mosque. When Mustafa Kemal Ataturk
became the president of the Turkish Republic, he made it a museum
and now the present president Recep Tayyip Erdogan has again
converted it into a mosque.
Hagia Sophia was built with the patronage of Emperors and Kings and
hence it has nothing to do with religion. It was not built to glorify the
name of God rather for the glorification of Kings and Emperors. No
religion supports encroachment on property or religious places. In this
context, Ihsan Eliacik, a Turkish Muslim political dissident rightly
points out that whether Muslim or Christian, when we offer prayers in
Hagia Sophia, we hear blood, sweat and tears. This is true for many of
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the monuments and buildings developed by past rulers, emperors and
present-day leaders, both political and religious. Churches, Mosques
and Temples are being built by the powerful elite forces with personal
interests in mind, and in these places the presence of God is no longer
found. As a grand ceremony is planned to lay the foundation stone of
Ram Temple at Ayodhya this fact is relevant and noteworthy. It is
imperative to deconstruct elitism shaped religion and society in order
to redeem religion and society and this is the need of the hour. The
consistent resistance of genuine and committed seekers of faith
towards the elitist hegemonic power mongers has to be encouraged.
Justice, peace and human trafficking are some of the issues discussed
in this issue of NCC Review. How justice and peace can be
implemented in the context of persisting violence, is a question to be
addressed. Being democratic in our perceptions and actions by
accepting differences is the only way to maintain justice and peace
among us. Many a times violence erupts as a response to domestication
and suppression therefore being democratic is significant.
Human trafficking is a pertinent issue that India is facing. During the
pandemic the possibility of being trafficked hikes enormously. This is
mainly because the vulnerable and weaker migrant workers as well as
the workers in unorganised sectors are the most affected by the
covid19 lockdown. They are at the highest risk of trafficking.
Economic empowerment and poverty alleviation are the ways in
which we can dissuade trafficking. As responsible citizens, it is our
duty to be vigilant about such forms of trafficking which are taking the
form of modern slavery.
Along with articles on the above said themes, the pathetic stories of the
palm climbers, conceptual frame work of nationality and statelessness
and Biblical hermeneutics during Covid19 are some of the articles
included in this issue. We acknowledge the hard work of the
contributors of articles and appreciate them. Also, we encourage NCC
Review readers to give us your valuable feedback so that any necessary
improvement can be attempted.
Rev. Dr. Abraham Mathew
The Executive Secretary
Policy, Governance and Public Witness
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Reading 2 Kings 5 from the Perspective of Trafficking
- Philip Vinod Peacock*
The Context
“I have lost my childhood. I have lost my dignity. My place of refuge
turned out to be a place of exploitation, first by my brothers and then
my friend’s father where I escaped for shelter. All of them raped me
several times. My dream is to get married and have a home and a
family,” says Haseena† a fourteen year old girl street child in sex work
in East Delhi.
“They promised me a job in a home but I landed in a brothel. I
managed to escape but I do not know my way back to my village. I live
in the railway station, begging and pleasing the police and coolies. Is
there a safe place I can go and stay now? †, a sixteen year old trafficked
survivor and now a street beggar in Siliguri.
“My dream is to have my childhood back”, says a sixteen year old
Rashmi† a street girl child in Sewri, Mumbai who is a victim of sexual
abuse at home and is now pregnant from her step-father’s brother.
Statistics point to the fact that in recent years millions of women and
children have been victims of human trafficking, both nationally and
across international borders. It is estimated that the profits generated
out of human trafficking accumulate to around five to seven billion US
dollars a year which is considerably more than the global narcotics or
arms trade! While many women and young girls are pushed into sex
work, the issue of human trafficking is also about forced labour,
domestic workers and organ trade. The situation of economic
globalization has of course worsened the situation because the moving
of human populations across international borders has become more
prolific. To make matters worse the increasing amount of sex tourism
within the context of globalization has only enhanced the number of
trafficked persons. It is estimated that around 200,000 commercial sex
workers in India are of Nepali origin of which around 20% are
children.
*Rev. Philip Vinod Peacock is an ordained minister of the Church of North
India and presently serves as the Executive Secretary, Justice and Witness of
the World Communion of Reformed Churches.
†Original names changed
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The large demand for domestic workers in India and other countries in
Asia has only increased the demand for human trafficking and a
number of young girls are employed as domestic workers. The
possibilities of exploitation and abuse of domestic workers is huge and
often goes unreported.
The Text
Yet though human trafficking is such a large issue around the world, it
is not often that the Bible is read from this perspective. While the Bible
has some texts that speak about human trafficking (The Joseph
narratives, the exiles in Babylon etc.) these texts have seldom been
read from a trafficking perspective. The text that we shall be looking at
however is a rather obscure text that is found in 2 Kings 5:1-19 which
tells the story of Naaman, who was the commander of the Syrian army.
The text is unique in the sense that it shows the concern of God for all
nations and not just Israel, the paradox of the text is that the
commander of the Syrian army, who was the tormentor of Israel finds
healing in the context of Israel itself. The narrative of course is part of
the larger Elisha cycle of narratives whose central emphasis is the
assertion of the prophetical traditions.
It is within this context that we find the story of Naaman who though
being a commander in the Syrian Army is one who is living with
leprosy. It should be mentioned that in the Biblical language leprosy
was a generic term used for many kinds of skin disease. Having been
unable to find a cure for himself, this commander is informed by his
wife’s servant girl about the prophet in Israel who would be able to cure
the commander. The girl appears only in the very first part of this story
and we are told that she is one who was captured during a war raid.
Many commentaries on this text assign the girl a negligible role or do
not mention her at all. The attempt of this Bible study is to re-read this
text from the perspective of the girl. If we are to look at the text closely
we will find three things about this young girl, firstly she is rootless,
secondly she is powerless and lastly she is futureless.
Rootless
As mentioned before the girl in the text is marginalised by the more
powerful men around her, both in terms of the men in the text and the
298
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men who have interpreted the text historically. Most commentaries do
not give the girl more than a second place, at best just a passing
reference in verse 3. Significantly however this girl is nameless. We
know nothing about her except for the fact that she was kidnapped by a
raiding Syrian army and was brought to serve in Syria.
Names have a very significant role to play within the context of the
Bible. They indicate the destiny of the person. Naaman for example
means pleasant, and though one would begin by assuming that there
was nothing pleasant about this army commander, at least initially, the
text itself seems to favour him in the end someone who turns pleasant.
Likewise Elisha means the God of supplication or of riches and in this
text we find that this meaning coming true as well. Naaman’s request is
heard through Elisha and on the other hand Elisha does not accept any
gift indicating that the God he worships is rich enough.
Yet we find that this young girl does not have a name. This is of course
typical of the patriarchal world within which the Bible was written.
Being a girl, that is to say not yet even a woman and because she was
working as a servant, more like a slave really in the household of
Naaman, the girl is considered by the text to be insignificant, rootless,
without a story. Her only place within the context of the whole
narrative is to be the one to point to Elisha as being the person who
could bring salvation to Naaman. It seems as though the narrator was
stuck with the issue of how would the Commander of the Syrian army
hear of Elisha and this problem is neatly solved by this young
trafficked girl. Apart from the fact that she was kidnapped and brought
to Syria, which would explain how Naaman hears about Elisha, there is
nothing else we know about her. What was her family like? How many
brothers and sisters did she have? Or even more, what was her life in
Syria like? Was she a victim of sexual abuse? It does seem likely that
slave girls during that time were? Did she have any of her own people
with her?
The fact remains that the girl who appears in the opening verses of
chapter 5 is rootless, not because she originally was so, but because the
Syrian army and the text makes her so. She is forgotten in the pages of
the Bible. In fact she could be one of the many girls who work as
domestic help in one of the big cities of India, or perhaps like one who
lives in the many brothels of the city. Rootless, homeless, not because
she was born that way but because she was trafficked.
299
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Powerless
With being rootless of course is also the issue of being powerless.
Without the security of her community of course this girl was
powerless, after all she worked as a servant to the wife of the
commander. We are not aware of what kind of physical or even sexual
abuse this girl faced but it is very likely that she was victimized on this
front. In short it would not be wrong for us to look at this girl as being
powerless.
What is significant though is that the entire narrative in 2 Kings 5 is a
question of the negotiation of power. The first negotiation begins with
Naaman and the King of Syria, though Naaman is this powerful
commander he needs a letter of introduction for him to go to Israel and
get treated. The King of Syria of course is also in a position of power
over the King of Israel who was his vassal and so he shoots off a letter.
The king of Israel is shocked with the letter because he takes it as a
threat or an affront and essentially throws a tantrum. He feels that he is
being pushed into a corner by Syria. Elisha comes into the picture and
quells the kings fears saying that he would be able to do the needful.
The exchange between Elisha and Naaman is then also a negotiation of
power, when Elisha asks Naaman to dip in the Jordan, Naaman is
affronted. He probably imagined that it would be an elaborate ritual
that required much expense yet the solution that is offered to him is
awfully simple. He is also affronted because he takes it as a personal
attack on his culture and society and makes the claim that the rivers in
Syria are as good if not better than the Jordan. Fortunately another
nameless servant of Naaman comes to his rescue (One has to wonder
where Naaman would be without his servants!) Naaman of course
surrenders more to his servants than to Elisha and is eventually cured,
he then becomes a worshipper of the God of Israel.
In these short verses we see that each person tries to negotiate with the
power that they have. Yet it is this young girl who has no power to call
her own.
Yet an alternative reading also brings to the forefront that this girl was
not absolutely powerless. For one we find that she speaks in verse 3,
300
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while words are put into her mouth by the narrator, she is one of the few
women in the Bible who actually does have a voice; most women are
usually reduced to being silent spectators. We also find that this girl has
the power of information; she knows where help can be sought. From
our part it is rather naive to assume that street children and trafficked
persons are absolutely powerless, this kind of thinking smacks of our
own elitist messianic aspirations. Fact is that many have some amount
of power, deep reserves of inner strength that have enabled them to
overcome the violence and oppression that they face. Yes they are
powerless in one sense, powerless to act in violent ways or abuse
power as their oppressors do, but to claim that they are absolutely
powerless is not entirely correct either. We in fact have a lot to learn
from trafficked persons.
It is also likely that this girl by giving her information about Elisha was
also claiming the supremacy of her culture over that of the culture into
which she was trafficked. It may have been a subtle subversion of the
power that was being exerted on her. But what is also startling is that
this girl offers this information, one would think that she may have
been angry with her master and mistress, with the community that she
was inserted into, or even that she has turned bitter with the deep
violence that she had faced, but no, she was more than willing to help
when she had the chance. In fact if one were to read the story closely
one would notice that it is the servants who are keen on their masters
healing. On one level it could possibly tell us something about Naaman
and his household, that maybe he was a good person, but it is more
likely that this is a truism about the oppressed, that they are willing to
make the situation better when they can!
We find then that this girl, even though she is a powerless, victimized
person, is willing to use even the little power that she has for the
betterment of others, even her master!
The deeper soteriological import of the text is that salvation comes
from the oppressed, it comes from that which is considered to be
valueless and lowly in status. And this is a theme that runs through this
entire narrative, Naaman is upset by the advice of the prophet too, that
his healing will come about by the simple practice of dipping in a small
river in a foreign land rather than the impressive rivers in his.
Insignificance and powerlessness is the attribute of the divine as
301
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revealed in Jesus. The unique teaching of Jesus is that he shows us a
picture of a God who is a servant. To say that our God is a servant God
is a very powerful and a demanding statement in the world today. No
one would like to refer to their God as a servant, not so much because
this would be disrespect for God but rather because if we have a God
who is a servant it would mean that, as followers of that God must be
servants also. It is commonly known that if we want to know what a
culture or a people are like we must study their God’s. Yet we as
Christians do not like to acknowledge that our God is a servant God. In
our songs and hymns and in the ways in which we like to name our
churches we use various titles for God, we call God King, Lord,
saviour, Lord of Lords and various other titles that speak of how
powerful God is. But we are very reluctant to call God servant. How
come we never call any church – Church of Christ the servant? The
reason behind this is that we do not want to be servants ourselves. But
Jesus shows us a different way, he teaches us that God is a servant God
and that service is a privilege, it is a divine task.
The last point that we find about the girl is that she is futureless. She is
forgotten in these pages never to be remembered again. Everyone in
the text that we have read seem to have some future that is hopeful. The
King of Syria is assured of his power and status as long as this is not
disturbed he doesn’t have to worry. The King of Israel doesn’t have to
worry because what was asked for was done, he is also concerned
about his power and position. Naaman of course had the most to gain
because he will return to his community as a healed man. Elisha has
been vindicated and he has found one more disciple for his God. The
story seems to end well for all concerned, except for this girl of ours.
Restoration happens for Naaman, why doesn’t it happen for this girl?
What happens to her we do not know. One cannot also help but wonder
that when Elisha was being asked what he could be given, why didn’t
he ask for that girl to be returned to her community and her people. It
should be remembered that Elisha was one who stood within the
prophetical tradition of Israel, he was one who stood for justice, did he
not see that this girl was a victim who needed restoration? Was his
ministry only to the wealthy, powerful Naaman? Is the ministry of the
church today only to the powerful, are we like Elisha unable to see the
victims of trafficking, or consider this unimportant? Millions are being
trafficked, what is our response?
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Futureless
The girl in the text has no future, the text does not allow us to look into
her future. This is the case of many, many girls and women who are
trafficked, the future looks very bleak for them. But is this how the
story should end? To every Hebrew reader of the story, a story of slaves
in a foreign land would bring to mind the story of the Exodus where the
slaves are freed. Yet in this story salvation only seems to come to the
powerful, to Naaman. Perhaps this is like the situation in our country as
we approach the 74th Independence Day. For many the story of 1947 is
not their story but the story of those in power. While the colonizers left
others took their place and still older oppressions continue and new
ones have found their place. The powerful have received their
liberation but for the many, this is still to come.
On the one hand we almost have an open caste war carrying on in this
country. The daily news of Dalits being murdered and Dalit women
being raped no longer shakes us up, we have got used to this massacre
of the most downtrodden of all people. At the same time not all of the
violence against Dalits is all that overt, whether it is the discrimination
Dalit students at AIIMS and IIT or the continuing of the practice of
untouchability we find that freedom has not really touched the lives of
Dalits in our country. Many still continue under the age old yoke of the
caste system that is pressed harder and harder against their necks.
But it is not only caste war that continues in our country but there is also
a systematic gender war as well. Every hospital and nursing home that
we visit has a sign on telling us that sex determination tests are not done
here and that it is illegal. These signs, each one of them, is a sad
reminder of the sex selective abortions that are murdering girl children
even before they are born. The number of incidences of violence
against women is just growing and it is not surprising how we have
such a vastly skewed sex ratio in our country today. Where is the
independence for women who are expected to be submissive to their
fathers before marriage, husbands after marriage and sons after that?
Even still continues the horrible demon of communalism in our
country, where the religion that you are born into determines where
you can stay and often where you can get employment. Even today
there are hardly any convictions for those who commit heinous crimes
in the name of religion in communal riots. Frankly speaking the
303
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criminal justice system has failed Muslims in our country. Likewise
our friends from the North East and Kashmir will testify how brothers,
fathers and sons have been picked up by the Indian army on the
slightest suspicion and without due legal recourse and terrible crimes
being committed under the auspices of the special armed forces act.
The re-telling of the story of their freedom from the oppressive system
in Egypt by a God who stands for freedom was a reminder to those
Israelites who had gathered of the continuing importance of freedom in
their lives. It was important for them to re-hear and to re-tell this story
because then they would ensure the continuing importance of freedom
and to ensure that freedom continued as a value in their lives as well.
But it is true that for many the story of Independence is like the story of
the slave girl in Naaman’s household. Salvation came to her masters
but not to her. As Indian Christians, who have two stories of freedom to
tell, not only the story of our national independence but also stories of
our own freedom in Christ – which is the gospel message, we are called
to also remember those who are not free in our world today and to let
their visions lead us into freedom.
Conclusion
It is of course possible, and sometimes even imperative, to account for
the servant girl’s agency. Reading her within the logic of rootlessness,
powerlessness and future lessness perhaps does a disservice to her own
agency and struggle, it removes any sense of hope from the text itself.
Yet unfortunately we are confronted with systems that offer no hope at
all. Systems of patriarchy and class that do not just exploit life but
entirely extinguish it. Our theologies should not jump on the
bandwagon of positivity but instead account for situations which are
entirely hopeless as well.

=
=
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Bonded Child Laborers - The Children Unseen and
Unheard
- Reni K Jacob*
Bonded child laborers are children working in conditions of servitude
in order to pay off a debt. The debt that binds them to their employer is
incurred not by the children themselves, but by their relatives, usually
a parent. These debts or loans tend to be relatively small, ranging from
a few hundred to a few thousand rupees depending on the age of the
child and the industry in which the child is employed. The parents
usually receive the money to meet the family’s needs, such as the costs
of an illness, or to provide dowry for the marriage of children. In order
to repay these debts, the parents along with the children work as
bonded laborers, sometimes for years.
Bonded labor is a serious crime. Using violence and threats, the
bonded labor system exploits vulnerable people to obtain cheap labor.
Due to extreme and desperate circumstances in life, families including
children, belonging to marginalized communities are at risk of being
lured into bondage through the offer of cash advances. They are
promised fair wages, decent work and living environments, and
therefore agree to travel from far off villages to work for someone else
to repay the cash advance. These promises turn out to be false. The
children who grow up in such situations work for many long hours for
years and are paid less than the minimum wage or no wage at all. Due
to the exorbitant interest rates charged and the abysmally low wages
paid, they do not have any control over their debt. The system is
created to make it practically impossible for a bonded laborer to repay
the debt. ILO Convention on the Worst Forms of Child Labor, states
that “child” shall apply to all persons under the age of 18, and that the
term “worst forms of child labor” comprises of:1
*Adv. Reni K Jacob is a social activist and development professional. He is
deeply concerned and actively pursues the goals of peace building, child
protection and rights, gender equality, rights of the disabled and economic
empowerment of the marginalised sections. Presently he works as Legal
Consultant for International Justice Mission, Chennai.
1
ILO, C. 182. (1999, June 17). Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No.
182). Retrieved April 7, 2018, from Convention concerning the Prohibition and
Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour (Entry into
f o r c e : 1 9 N o v 2 0 0 0 ) : h t t p : / / w w w. i l o . o r g / d y n / n o r m l e x / e n / f ? p =
NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C182
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a) all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the
sale and trafficking of children, debt bondage and serfdom
and forced or compulsory labor, including forced or
compulsory recruitment of children for use in armed conflict;
b) the use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, for the
production of pornography or for pornographic performances;
c) the use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in
particular for the production and trafficking of drugs as
defined in the relevant international treaties;
d) work which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is
carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals of
children.
How does migration and reverse migration affect children?
Children are naturally more vulnerable to exploitation than adults. If
an impoverished family migrates for seasonal labor to another state, it
is highly likely that any dependents or children might also be made to
work in conditions prone to exploitation, and so the children could
become bonded child laborers.
Furthermore, in situations where children are made to work to repay
their parents’ debt as child bonded laborers, they are frequently sent or
taken by the creditor to work in another state, far away from their
homes and families.
Although labor migration and human trafficking are separate issues,
they are closely intertwined. This is because migrant laborers are
especially vulnerable to being trafficked to another location or to
become bonded (or otherwise exploited) in their new locations.
Children are not exempt from these horrors, and in fact have an
increased vulnerability and likelihood of becoming child bonded
laborers.
Due to Covid 19, migrant families are returning back home and the
situation is going to be very pathetic due to lack of livelihood options in
their home states.
306
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Forms of bonded child labor
Children enter into bondage in three main ways: working as part of a
bonded family, inheriting a debt from a family member, and being
2
pledged individually to work in exchange for an advance.
1. They work as part of a bonded family:
When a family gets into bondage, their children are made to work
along with the family to repay the debts. Due to the nature of their
bondage, family members cannot refuse when the owner takes the
child for work.
2. They can inherit a debt from a family member:
When parents take loans and die without having repaid the money, the
loans get passed onto the children who are forced to inherit the debt.
Even when a serious crime is committed, the punishment ends when
the person responsible is no more; it never passes on to the next
generation, whether the children are major or minor. But somehow
when it comes to debt, these children, through no fault of their own,
have to shoulder the consequences of their parents’ debts.
3. They can be pledged individually to work in various
sectors in exchange of an advance:
The individual pledging of children happens where middle men or
employers recruit children by giving the parents some money to meet a
need they might have.
Impact
What happens to these children and how does it affect their childhood?
Working at a young age has many adverse and direct consequences.
Bonded child labourers suffer a series of abuses and humiliations.
Their basic rights are violated: their right to education, their health,
their growth and development, and their right to simply be children.
2

James, S. (2017). Impact of social issues on children: Menace of child bonded labour.
Paper presented at the Conference on Child Rights, Chennai.
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Right to education: As a result of bonded labour, most children
have to drop out of school. They never learn how to read and write
and are not able to pursue higher education or choose the
profession they want. This lack of educational opportunity can
have an immense impact on the rest of their lives, as they are less
able to support themselves and find it difficult to actively
participate in society.
Health issues: Bonded children have to work for long hours (up to
20 hours), in dangerous and unhealthy working conditions. They
are often exploited in fields and factories, in conditions of harmful
physical labour. This frequently results in fatigue, muscular
problems and poor eyesight, among other things. Children are
forced to work in the same position for an undue period of time,
and as a result suffer from chronic back pain and may develop
growth deformities. On top of this, they are usually denied proper
food in sufficient quantity and therefore face malnutrition and a
variety of deficiencies. All in all, being kept in bonded labour
greatly affects the health and development of a child.
Freedom of movement: When a child is a victim of bonded
labour, they are deprived of their freedom of movement, and work
for long hours and are denied the right to spend their childhood like
a normal child should.
Violence, abuse and humiliation: Bonded child labourers are
verbally abused on a daily basis and often physically abused – they
can be beaten and tortured if they do not meet the owner’s rigorous
demands. Bonded child labourers also frequently witness the
abuse and humiliation of other children. When they try to escape,
they are tracked down and beaten or tortured. These abuses have
deep psychological effects on a child; they tend to internalize and
withdraw, distrust and fear others and they end up not having
hopes for their future. Sexual abuse and harassment is also a reality
for many children in bonded labour. The trauma experienced by
these children has lasting consequences.
Lost childhood. Children deprived of their childhood is a grave
Human Right Violation. For Bonded Child Labourers the right to
play and enjoy childhood is completely denied. Save the Children,
an International Civil Society Organization released the End of
Childhood Report titled “Stolen Childhood”. Among the 172
countries, India ranked 116th in the index ranking. According to
the report, in India many children miss out on childhood. This is
308
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calculated based on the performance of countries across various
parameters such as child health, education, marriage, labor, child
birth and violence.3
Whatever the form or circumstances of bonded labour, its effects are
detrimental to a child’s physical, mental and intellectual development,
preventing the child from growing to his or her full capacity and
damaging their self-esteem. Moreover, it undermines the dignity of
each child.
Legal mechanisms
What legal mechanisms do we have in our country to protect young
people and prevent them from getting into bondage?
• Provisions in the constitution: There are a number of
provisions in the Constitution of India which speak about
young people and their welfare.4
o The preamble of the constitution promises to secure to all
citizens of India (including children) justice.
o Article 21 guarantees the right to life and liberty.
o Article 23 prohibits the practice of debt bondage and other
forms of slavery.
o Article 24 prohibits employment of children below the age
of 14 in factories, mines, and other hazardous
employment.
o Article 21A and Article 45 promise to provide free and
compulsory education to all children between the ages of
6 and 14.
• Bonded Labor System (Abolition) Act, 1976: This was
passed to provide for the abolition of the bonded labor system,
with a view to preventing the economic and physical
exploitation of weaker sections of the population as described
above.
• Child Labor (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986: This
act prohibits “the engagement of children in all occupations
and of adolescents in hazardous occupations and processes.”
It also imposes a fine on anyone who employs or permits
adolescents to work.
3
4

Save the children 2017 “Stolen Childhoods” End of Childhood Report
Constitution of India, Government of India (26 January 1950)
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Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) of Children Act,
2000 makes it punishable for anyone to procure or employ a
child in a hazardous occupation.
Indian Penal Code: As per Section 370 of the IPC, if a child is
trafficked, the trafficker shall be punished with rigorous
imprisonment for not less than 10 years and if an offence
involves trafficking of more than one child, the punishment
shall be rigorous imprisonment for a term of not less than 14
years.
International laws, for example the Convention on the
Rights of the Child (ratified by India): Article 32(1) states
that “States Parties recognize the right of the child to be
protected from economic exploitation and from performing
any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the
child's education, or to be harmful to the child's health or
physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.”

National Crime Records Bureau - data
According to the crime in India Report published by the National
Crime Records Bureau, there were 8132 human trafficking cases (one
registered case may have one or more victims) reported in India in
2016 (including all forms of trafficking and all age groups) in which
5
9034 were children (4123 male and 4911 female). In 2017, there
were 2,854 cases reported that included 3,553 children (2,037 males
and 1,516 females) and in 2018, there were 2,465 cases in which 2,834
were children (2,069 males and 3,719 females). The total number of
missing children in 2016 was 63,407, in 2017 it was 63,349 but it
increased in 2018 to 67,134. The motto of sustainable development
Goals is to see that no one is left behind. Invisible children who are
forced to work as child labour, bonded child labours, children in
commercial sex industry are the ones really left behind.
Way Forward
Deterrence through conviction: Deterrence is a crucial strategy in
eradicating the crime of bonded child labor. When an offender is
convicted for a crime it sends a clear message to other potential
5

Crime in India Report, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India (2016, 2017
and 2018)
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offenders that the crime will be punished according to law. Punishment
should be made stringent to stop employers from thinking that they can
exploit children with impunity. Swift and effective prosecutions
should be publicized widely, to spread the message that bonded labor
will not be tolerated any longer.
Implementation of Supreme and High Court orders. In the BBA vs.
Union of India (WP(c) No.75/2012 in the file of Hon Supreme Court of
India dated 10/05/2013) the Supreme Court ordered that children
missing for more than 4 months should be considered as trafficked, and
subsequent action taken.
Rehabilitation: Effective rehabilitation plans such as skill training
and the strict implementation of the Right to Education Act 2009 is the
need of the hour. Getting the full amount of rehabilitation assistance
stipulated in the Central Sector Scheme, is next to impossible as it is
6
linked with conviction. Delinking rehabilitation with conviction is a
matter of urgency as it will defeat the purpose of the scheme itself.
Integrated progress on SDGs: The SDG should not remain as ideals,
but rather need to be translated in to practical realities. It is important
that the corresponding legal frameworks, policies and schemes for
each goal be implemented, that the gaps thereof be identified and
action plans prepared to ensure that no one is left behind.
Anti-trafficking Bill: The government drafted the new
comprehensive Anti-Trafficking Bill that introduces punitive
measures for all kinds of trafficking, from using victims as bonded
labour or as child soldiers to forced begging. The passing of the Bill is a
matter of urgency.
Reduce vulnerability of children at the source locations: Efforts
should be made to identify source locations like migration prone
communities, and places where more children are missing so that
appropriate strategies can be developed for reverse migration through
livelihood programs, strict compliance of child related legislations like
the Right to Education Act and building child-friendly communities.
6
Government of India, Ministry of Labor and Employment. Rajya Sabha. Unstarred
question No.4238 answered on 04/04/2018.
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The call of Jesus “Let children come to me” (Mathew 19.14) should be
understood as a universal call to all the children in all generations and
church should respond to this call with appropriate action plan with
focus on building child friendly communities.
APJ Abdul Kalam said “we will be remembered only if we give to our
younger generation a prosperous and safe India, resulting out of
economic prosperity coupled with civilizational heritage.” We will be
remembered if we take steps in rewriting history for these children in
bonded labor. Our system should evolve in such a way that it will
prevent the children from getting into bondage in the first place. In
order to achieve this, all the stakeholders concerned must do their part:
labor inspectors must conduct thorough examinations to detect bonded
labor, police officers must investigate, rescue and register complaints
in a timely manner, judges must bring justice to victims by sentencing
perpetrators to the punishments provided by law (which, per Section
370 IPC ranges from 7 years to life). The efforts of all stakeholders
together can create the deterrence necessary to prevent children from
suffering as bonded laborers.

=
=
=
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People of Palm Groves: Reality and Revelation
- Godson Samuel*
“You will eat the fruit of your Labour; blessings and prosperity will be
yours” (Psalm 128: 2) is a verse frequently heard in sermons at almost
every Christian wedding. Seldom is the blessing promised in the verse
connected to the labourers, when interpreted. The literary translation
of the verse in Tamil relates blessings and goodness to those who exert
their physical selves, and use their hands and feet to make a living.
However, in the existing reality of a capitalistic economy and marketoriented society, the verse becomes a contradiction as the labourers’
life is tossed up and down, by many visible and invisible forces. I
would like to introduce you to one such group of people whose lives
can be set right if the Church intervenes, through prayer and action.
Since COVID19 compelled our Governments to shut shop and move
into lockdown mode a couple of months ago, I was one among the few,
who was severely burdened by the plight of the Palmyra climbers about how the life-crippling waves of the COVID19 virus would affect
and re-shape their days and fragile lives, henceforth. And so, when I
made a few calls to some Palmyra climbers to find out how the
pandemic had affected and influenced their lives, I was in for a mild
surprise – they still continued to harvest Neera, inspite of the
lockdown. I was astonished to find a couple of them reporting that
they were better placed than some other sections of the society, and so
were engaged in the process of helping the needy ones around them by
sharing whatever they possibly could from harvesting what nature had
blessed them with.
Here, I would like you to take a peek into the lives of two men from
among the thousands, who climb Palmyra Palms for livelihood and
also a young woman connected to the Palm, so that we have a detailed
understanding of how their lives and livelihoods are turning out.
1. Sankar Ganesh, is from Mottavilai village near Nagercoil,
Kanyakumari District, Tamil Nadu. The economic downturn
following his father’s death, who was the sole bread winner of
*Rev. Godson Samuel is a Palmyra Environmentalist and serves as Priest-incharge of St. Paul's Methodist Tamil Church, Mumbai.
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the family, forced him to quit his course in Aeronautical
Engineering midway. Time compelled to shrink Shankar into
the shoes of his forefathers and carry on with the tradition of
climbing the Palmyra Palms for a living.
Palmyra climbing is considered to be a menial job since the climber
most often is considered uneducated, an illiterate in social terms and
has to make a living climbing up the trunk using his bare hands and
feet, clutching to dear life. Also, for those who climb Palmyra palm,
finding a life partner is twice as much a challenge than it is even for a
jobless man just because of the social stigma attached to a Palmyra
climber in an educated and civilized society, and because of the risks of
the job itself. One wrong move, a sloppy footing or a weak hold could
be the end of life-dear or render him with a physical disability that
would turn him into a liability and make him dependent on the rest of
the family from then on, which becomes a problem since the climber is
usually the sole breadwinner of the family. As the saying goes ‘beggars
can’t be choosers’, Sankar Ganesh had no options but to put a
wholesome mind and heart into climbing, to save his mother and
siblings dying from starvation. Soon, his whole life began to revolve
around the Palmyra tree and he understood the tree in ways only nature
can nourish thoughts with. In addition to the experience garnered from
the three years of climbing, he supplemented his skills by learning
various crafts associated with the Palmyra tree and one among that was
making the Palm leaf garland.
Just before the COVID 19 outbreak in India I got an opportunity to take
him to an International Flower Conference conducted by WAFA India
at Rajasthan from Feb 29 – Mar 1, 2020. Moreover, he was invited to
teach his skills to an international group of handicraft enthusiasts at the
venue and that made his day.
Since I took it upon myself to play the role of his mentor, I was
burdened with his thoughts as the whole country moved into a
lockdown. When I enquired about his state of affairs, he said “I am put
up in Thisayanvilai (Tuticorin District) since the home season in
Kanyakumari had drawn to halt in the month of April.” His reply
wasn’t solace enough for me since I knew that life was not going to be
anything like the usual in the near future, I kept in constant touch with
him, keeping myself updated on his suffering as well as his wellbeing.
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“As palm climbing is a work that can be done without any social
contact, I have no trouble in continuing with work,” he said. The
leftover Neera from the day’s sale was being turned into jaggery, he
said without any dismay. As far as I know, he returned home with only
the quantity of jaggery that was pre-booked. However, he called me to
share the happy news that he was finally engaged to a girl in his
hometown and was to get married soon. Finding himself a bride would
in itself have been a huge struggle, since he was a climber. He said
though the girls’ family was magnanimous in accepting his true
identity as a climber, they had to resort to projecting Shankar as
Palmyra leaf-based craftsman, in order to keep themselves away from
the social stigma still surrounding this occupation. This is a prime
example of the fact there is little or no dignity of labour for a Palmyra
Climber in this progressively civilized world.
2. This second story is another unforgettable learning
experience, as much for me as it was for Pandian and his
fellow climbers. I came to know Pandiyan, a Palmyra Climber
from Villuppuram, and have been in constant touch with him
since 2017. A farmhand originally, he turned to climbing the
Palmyra Palms during a year of drought in Tamilnadu. He
harvested Neera and sold it to the villagers around, while all
other climbers were turning the Neera to toddy and selling it
for a better margin. He stuck to his fair-trade policy by boiling
the leftover Neera into jaggery and refused to sell toddy,
whatever the circumstance. However, those climbers who
sold toddy had also to bribe the police to continue with their
illegal trade for survival, as there was a blanket ban on sale of
Palm toddy in Tamil Nadu since it is seen as a rival to the Stateowned liquor trade.
As the first wave of COVID 19 struck and the State-wide lockdown
was imposed, outsiders were prohibited from entering Pandian’s
village to drink Neera, and strict policing put an end to the Neera trade
as they argued it increased the risk of infection. In addition to this, the
Palmyra climbers, including Pandiyan, were threatened by the Police
and were forced to remove the collecting pots from the Palms. When
the matter was brought to my notice, I called up a few lawyers who
intervened for the climbers’ sake and after negotiating with the Police,
the norms were relaxed on one strict condition that they could sell the
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nutritious Neera but not the intoxicating toddy. Following Pandian’s
lead, other climbers stopped harvesting toddy and shifted to Neera
instead. The Neera they collected were bottled and sold from roadside
thatches. As they stopped selling toddy, they didn’t have to bribe the
police anymore and were able to rake in twice as much as they made
selling toddy. The lockdown was barely felt by these Palmyra climbers
as their occupation and lifestyle restricted them to the fringes of the
village’s primary social spaces.
Moreover, Pandiyan with support from the Palm climbers of his
village and the villages around was able to revive the Palmyra
Climbers Association, ensuring that in the unity of a common voice
their rights weren’t trampled over. Pandian also found enough time and
reason to train not only his 12-year-old daughter Karishma to climb the
Palms but a few other children around too, who were enthusiastic
about it. This February (2020), Pandiyan was instrumental in
organizing an event to spread awareness about the timeless
significance of the Palmyra Palm and to revive the Palm based
economy for the children in his village and the villages around and he
has seeded in them a love for these tall trees that make the skyline in
these villages.
There is another side to this story. The jaggery business is under the
control of a few middlemen. Except for Pandiyan who already had
established a network for selling his jaggery, the other Palmyra
Climbers who sold toddy couldn’t sell their produce during the
COVID-19 crisis. Taking advantage of the uneven circumstances, they
are forced to part with their produce for half the market price. Since
there is neither a common platform to sell their produce nor a
Federation or cooperative to even voice their common concerns, they
find no support from the Government which otherwise fixes pricings
for certain sectors of the agrarian economy.
3. The third story happened at St. Paul’s Methodist Tamil
Church, Aarey Milk Colony, Mumbai - the Parish I serve. The
congregation has been instrumental in implementing a lot of
Palm related initiatives in Mumbai since 2019. We have
planted over 2000 Palmyra Palm seeds in one year and have
also distributed over 1000 seeds to people living in and around
the colony. We also organized trainings on Palmyra palm leaf
decoration for Christmas 2019 celebration.
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Ms. Illavarasy, a member of our church, who learned the
basics of the palm leaf craft is also learning to improve her
skills herself. She has started to impart trainings on the making
of various Palmyra based products to the children of the
church and to the neighbourhood Warli community members
as it will help them to encash on the free resources that abound
around them. Till now, Churches around had only been
collecting Palmyra palm leaf from this community for
celebration of Palm Sunday. Our intervention happens to be a
first of its kind initiative towards imparting training so as to
equip and empower them economically by utilizing the free
resources available in their own localities.
There are various dimensions to these stories in the time of COVID-19.
While for some, the above stories might not seem significant, it means
a lot to me as well as to the Church and to our Society. I spent most of
my early childhood growing up in the Palmyra groves surrounding our
churches, as a Pastor’s son. As I moved along with my father every
five years, I witnessed that the one tree that was found everywhere was
the Palmyra palm, and that the group of people whose lives revolved
around the tree were called the Palmyra climbers.
And as I kept growing and moving from one place to another, I also
began to notice the number of Palmyra climbers kept dwindling as the
trees too started growing thinner by every passing year. Growing out of
my teens, it was plainly visible to me how this group of Palmyra
climbers were in fact only looked down on by their fellow church
members and even their pastors.
Since the time I was ordained as a Pastor, I have constantly been
praying for this group of people since I had witnessed the lifelong
suffering they endured, though I never came across another pastor or
even a prayer focused on the life of this minority group in the churches.
What was the reason that the church excluded this working class away
from its liturgy? I took it on myself to explore this issue further. As we
began talking more in jargonistic language associated with social
stereotypes, we wilfully turned a blind eye to the suffering of these
people around us, who were our neighbours, brothers and fellow
villagers.
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While I was serving the Methodist Tamil Christ Church at Rasayini in
the year 2015-17, I realized that there were lots and lots of Palmyra
palms around. Expansion of the Mumbai city and the Truck yards near
Panvel took a toll on the trees. Witnessing this, I have started planting
Palmyra palm seeds around the church by collecting them from these
Palmyra groves that surround my Parish, consoling myself that this
could be the perfect recourse to collectively cleanse our sins of
excluding this fragile and vulnerable group from our farthest thoughts.
In this initiative, I met various people associated with Palmyra palm.
Some of them belong to Tribal communities, some were natives of
Maharashtra and few others were migrants as they came from Andhra
Pradesh, West Bengal, U P and Bihar. This drew me to a realization that
the Palmyra Palms didn’t just belong to the South of India as I’d
imagined, but actually is widespread throughout India, stretching from
the East to the West and the South. Henceforth I began to realise the
fault lines in our judgement of associating the tree with just one
community, class or caste of people from South India, while for all
these years the truth that the Palm is a livelihood for multifarious
communities of people, all over India has eluded our consideration.
So, in order to substantiate my newfound theory, I went on a 3000km
journey on my motorbike to be a first-hand witness to the life
associated with Palmyra palms. And this journey turned out to be a
unique experience as I happened to meet various pastors from CSI,
Lutheran, Catholic denominations en route. I also visited various other
religious destinations that fell along the way. I was amazed by the
extent to which the Palmyra Palms were spread throughout the Deccan
plains.
One of the pastors I met in Andhra Pradesh disclosed the fact that his
congregation is a group of nomadic tribes who were dependent on the
Palmyra Palm for their livelihood. Moreover, I was witness to the fact
that Dalits comprised a huge portion of those dependent on this tree in
many areas and that the Palmyra Palm is a native of the East Coast
stretching from Kanyakumari to Kolkata, and that even the livelihood
of a few fishing communities along this coastline are closely
associated with this tree. I feel blessed to have extended my research to
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal, where I had seen
the Palmyra palms flourish. Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka,
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Maharashtra, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar,
Jharkhand, Orissa and West Bengal are Palmyra concentrated regions.
Bheel Tribes of Gujarat and Koya Tribes of Orissa were closely
associated with this tree. In place like Madurai, Ramnad, Thoothukudy
and Thirunelveli of Tamil Nadu, Palmyra Climbers are losing out on
their profits to middle men, who milk them dry.
For centuries now, the Palmyra palm has been considered a celestial
tree in Tamil Nadu. Wherever a Palmyra Palm cluster exists we can be
sure it is being utilized in multidimensional ways. So, what’s so special
about this tree? Why should the people associated with it be
highlighted? How can we justify this group of people associated with
Palmyra palm as being considered ‘significant’ to the Church?
The Bible talks about plenty of incidents associated where Palms (Date
Palms) of Middle-East play a vital role in the journey of faith in the
Life of Israelites. The first incident that I’d like to draw your attention
to is from the book of Exodus about the journey of Israelites to Canaan
through the wilderness. At that time, they neither were a Nation, nor
had a place to call their own. The exodus of Israelites was in no way an
amusing or enjoyable trip when we consider how events unfolded
before them. First, they had to encounter the Red sea as well as the
Pharaoh’s Army; then they had to taste the bitter waters of Marah
(Exodus 14 & 15). However, when they reached Elim, the time had
come for a pleasant stay. “Then they came to Elim, where there were
twelve springs of water and seventy palm trees and they camped by
their water”(Ex 15:27 NRSV), a desert Oasis, in fact. This break from
the rigours of their tedious journey really made a great impact on the
spiritual life of the Israelites.
As they reached the Promised Land, God set up Judges over them, who
in turn nurtured them into law abiding citizens of a civil society. A lot of
social turbulence cropped up from time to time and crime rates kept
increasing in a country where there was no king. In times of such social
chaos, the prophetess Deborah sat under a Palm tree (Judges 5: 4) in
between Rama and Bethel for the sake of judging the people of Israel
and leading them to live a life of moral accountability. The Palm tree
mentioned in the life of Deborah is something more than just a tree. It
indeed must have been a lifeline for the people of Israel.
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“He is like a tree planted by streams of water, which yields its fruit in
season and whose leaf does not wither. Whatever he does prospers”
(Psalm 1:3). Tamil Nadu, has an environmental heritage of bunding
ponds and water bodies with Palmyra trees since times immemorial.
The Righteous shall flourish like a Palm tree (Psalm 92:12) is another
meaningful verse that we find in the Bible. In south Tamil Nadu,
Palmyra palms are being cut to be burnt in the brick kilns. According to
the Khadi Village Industry (KVIC) Report in 1981 the number of
Palmyra palm in Kanyakumari stood at 25,00,000 and today it has
been decimated down to just 1,00,000. In the same period the ratio of
Palmyra Climbers was 1: 10 household and today the total active
Palmyra Climbers in Kanyakumari District could barely amount to a
100. We have been reduced to being mere spectators to the fall of the
Palmyra economy and annihilation in vast swathes of land that had
been associated to its glorious past.
The dwindling number of climbers of the Palmyra Palm occurred in a
number of ways. A narrow-minded propaganda turned Palmyra
Climbing into something to be looked down upon, socially stigmatised
the climbers and isolated them from the mission of socio-economic
mainstream society. Palmyra palms earned the distinction of being
considered useless and were cut to be replaced with trees that were not
native to this land. When such invasive and foreign species were later
found to be unproductive too, the woods were razed down and turned
into real estate. This is how the environment has been constantly
disturbed over the past 40 years.
Jericho is one of the ancient cities mentioned in the Bible. Jericho
means city of Palms. The discussion of Jesus with Zacchaeus the Tax
Collector draws us to the unjust taxing of the people who wholly relied
on blessings of nature. Bethany is the place, where Jesus began his
journey towards Jerusalem. Bethany means house of Dates. It also
meant that the people relied on the Date Palm for their sustenance.
They had to climb to pluck its fruits and the fronds were used in
handcrafting utilities. And one other village mentioned along with
these two is Bethpage, which means house of unripe figs. And these
villages are set in the Mount of Olives. There is another village where
Jesus sent his disciples to get a colt (Luke 19: 29 – 30). So, we can very
well deduct that in the Mount of Olives, the villages were dependent on
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its agricultural produce, and that the donkey was the main source of
transportation in the ministerial fields of Jesus. Jesus’ journey towards
Jerusalem and the people praising, singing Hosanna is self-revealing
in its purpose - to save them from the burden of bondage. Jesus, who
obeyed his heavenly Father’s will on Earth made his mission crystal
clear. He stood for the oppressed agrarian society against the Empire.
Faced with a pandemic, we know that we are no more in a position to
socialize as we are used to. It might take a long time for things to return
to normalcy. We find thousands being laid off their jobs, tourist sectors
don’t exist anymore and business is in the middle of paradigm shift.
Communities, who produce food should be supported by the Church
just as Jesus stood up for their rights, when the people needed Him the
most.
Today, Palmyra trees are cut down mercilessly, irrespective of its
nativity. Palmyra Climbers, who sometimes accidently fall from trees
stand doomed for life from succumbing to permanent disabilities, and
they still have found none to support them in times of life’s crises. And
those that are still active climbers don’t have a support system in place
or a platform to sell their produce. Why shouldn’t they be considered
by the Church as the people working in God’s Palmyra grove. Every
church should take initiative to plant more Palmyra Palms to assure we
remain rooted in the heritage of the Palm Sunday.
Church can intervene in their lives and create a support system for the
Palm climbers as below:
1. The Palm sugar, which is a rich source of many naturally
occurring vital nutrients made available by these people are
bought by middle men for the cheapest price. The profit of the
climbers is marginal and when it hits the market, the soaring
price keeps the general public and the poor from this healthy
Palm sugar while the white sugar which has been proved to be
the major reason for diabetes and other related host of health
conditions are available for free through the Public
Distribution system. The jaggery is made by the women folk
of these climber’s families and the Women’s Fellowship in
each church can help empower fellow women to find a fair
market price in selling their produce.
2. The Church should include the Palmyra Climbers in their
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prayers (Liturgy formulation) and also come forward to plant
and propagate this tree in the Church Campus as well as in the
Villages/Cities, where it is found, after all we celebrate the
Palm Sunday.
3. On Maundy Thursday pastors should be inclined to wash the
feet of the most oppressed classes of the society, including
Palmyra Climbers so that the priest/pastor would know how
wounded and scarred their feet are.
4. Church related gifts to children and the congregation in general
can be procured as handmade produce from these artisans for
its environment friendliness instead of the mass produced
Industrial/commercial gifts. Churches in these Palm abundant
villages need to train the younger generation in enhancing
their skill set by introducing Handicraft trainings using palm
leaves in their curriculum which would also revive an ancient
heritage produce related closely to the church in its early days
of establishment.
5. Each Sunday School child should be inspired to plant one
Palmyra Palm seed at least on Palm Sunday and other native
species on Sundays so that they become part of the worlds
regreening efforts which would enhance and re-establish their
proximity, bond and interaction with nature.
6. Palmyra Palm is a Keystone species which also plays host and
home to many species of Birds, Animals, Insects, Reptiles and
Bees, thereby a mini-biosphere of sorts. By conserving and
propagating the reintroduction of this native species, we can
play an important part in restoring the environment to its
original glory by shouldering the responsibility that God has
entrusted us with.
7. The church should initiate a broad-minded approach to
understand and take responsibility for the various Palm
climbing groups disowned by society and which have never
been brought to the attention of the Church and were never a
part of their priorities.
The mission for the Church should be focused in search of these lost
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sheep, which were once closely associated with the church in its
formative years. It is time we initiated a process to bring them into our
fold again. In the post COVID 19 scenario, this vital, poor man’s
resource that’s becoming scarce could turn into a great source of
nutrition for the economically and socially marginalized sections of
the society through timely intervention.
There is a verse that appears at the end of the Holy Scripture which tells
us how sacred and meaningful this Palm could be in our life. “After
this I looked, and there was a great multitude that no one could count,
from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing
before the throne and before the Lamb, robed in white, with palm
branches in their hands” (Revelation 7: 9 NRSV). This is a race that has
come out of great tribulation. They have scarred not only their chest,
hands and feet to bring us Palm leaves on Palm Sunday but have also
toiled to give us a chance at life by chasing our hunger and thirst, which
only reveals the fact that the one that resides in the throne, forever
resides in them too.

=
=
=
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The Conception of Nationality and Statelessness
Under International Law: An Analysis
- Lovedeep Sandhu*
Introduction
Nationality has been well-known as a human right and the foundation
of several other human rights. The Community of States has
established different human rights treaties and declarations in the last
60 years that recognize the right to a nationality. The notion that
nationality is and continues to grow is not differentiated by
1
citizenship: nationality has no true, unchangeable significance. On
the opposite, its sense and significance have evolved with the evolving
character of states as a consequence of more shifts in the nature of
human culture and trends of the international organization, it may gain
a new definition in the future, Nationality always connotes, however,
2
membership of some kind in the society of a state or nation.
Nationality is a very sensitive subject matter, as it is a demonstration of
the country’s dominance and uniqueness. Consequently, International
law on nationality evolved alongside two paths: to protect and assist
those already stateless persons and to try to eliminate, or at least
reduce, the prevalence of statelessness. During the 20th century, the
3
frequency of both increased. Nationality (and statelessness) issues
have generally come within the restricted jurisdiction of States.
Although most citizens naturally gain nationality at birth, registration
may be an essential proof of nationality. While registration does not, in
most instances, give rise to nationality, the absence of registration will
contribute to statelessness for generations to come. It is important to
look at the whole picture when examining identification and
statelessness, including discriminatory rhetoric in issuing identity
*Ms. Lovedeep Sandhu is a Ph.D. Research Scholar, Department of Laws,
Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar
1

Alison Kesby, The Right to Have Rights: Citizenship, Humanity, and International
Law, published by Oxford University Press 2012, p 65.
2
Manley O. Hudson and Richard W. Flournoy Jr., Nationality –responsibility of statesterritorial waters, drafts of conventions prepared in anticipation of the First
Conference on the Codification of International Law, The Hague 1930’, 23 American
Journal of International Law (1929) supplement, p.21.
3
Brad K. Blitz, Forced Migration Policy Briefings-Statelessness, Protection and
Equality, Published by Refugee Studies Centre, Oxford Department of International
Development, University of Oxford, September, 2009, p.14.
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documents. Although a person can qualify as a national under the
statute, failure to register can contribute to statelessness for the
descendants of that individual. In order for nationality to function at
the international level, states' right to confer nationality is not without
limits. International law places limits on a state's ability to interfere
with the rights of other states in determining nationality, and from
arbitrarily denying nationality to, or imposing nationality on,
individuals in violation of human rights norms.
Nationality may be identified as a sign of belonging to a specific state
4
by which the individual is internationally recognized. BritishMexican Claims Commission has well defined the concept of
5
nationality in the Case of Re Lynch. Nationality is the means by
which an individual may receive assistance under International Law.
Consequently, the concept of citizenship is meaningless. When an
individual has not possessed any state's nationality, he is called a
Stateless person. An individual may knowingly or unknowingly,
deliberately or by no fault of his or her own be without nationality. This
may be the consequence of municipal law that can withdraw from any
single nationality without enabling the acquisition of any other state's
6
nationality by a citizen. Where a person lacks any nationality, he or
she is not accessing the attached rights or duties, which refers to a lack
of security. Such disparities constitute infringements of international
human rights law. Historically, statelessness has shown to be a legal
matter. Equally evident is that, statelessness cannot be seen or
addressed in solitude. It has an influence on other disciplines also. For
example, international innovation, human rights concerns, civil rights,
the protection of children, economic policy, medical care, democratic
system, global peace, and forced displacement. “International
Statelessness Law” is the apparent runt of the International legal
organization. It contributes to our understanding of the functioning of
the modern International legal system. The subsistence of the stateless
population challenges the initial canon of international human rights
law and the human rights discussion that has developed over the past
4

R.C. Hingorani, Modern International Law, 2nd Edn., Oxford and IBH Publishing
Co., New Delhi, 1982, p.132.
5
1929-30 A.D.221 at p. 223.
6
Dr. H.O Aggarwal, A Concise Book on- International Law and Human Rights, 4th
Edn., Central Law Publication, New Delhi, 2014, p.153.
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sixty years. Most prominently, the conceptualization of statelessness is
at odds with the right to a nationality. Statelessness is a condition
recognized both by municipal and International law. Indeed, in recent
7
years, it has become a major problem in International law.
Statelessness may arise from a variety of things that causes. The
problem of statelessness and its remedial measures in this context has
also been discussed for some time by the International Law
Commission and the United Nations General Assembly.8 The 1930
Hague Convention, held under the aegis of the Assembly of the League
of Nations, was the first international attempt to ensure that all
individuals had a nationality. Article 1 of the Convention states that:
“It is for each State to decide, in accordance with its own rules, which
its nationals are. Such law shall be accepted by other States, in so far
as it is in compliant with international treaties through legal
framework generally recognized with regard to nationality.” 1930 the
Hague Convention also considers that “while matters of nationality
are, as a rule, regulated by municipal law, this legislative competence
does not equate to omnipresence”. States have begun to realize that
such traumas of Statelessness can only be combated efficiently by
cooperation and “universal goals should be addressed at the
international level”. At the other side, the right to nationality does not
define a process for assessing the nationality there is a discrepancy
between the right to nationality as a particular fundamental right and
the facts of how nationality is determined by the Member States.
While the right to nationality is now universally accepted by the States,
attempts to end statelessness are still enmeshed in the controversy
between the fundamental right to nationality and the interests of States
keen to maintain their prerogatives. Moreover, while nationality is a
right, statelessness is the lack of that right. If nationality belongs,
statelessness implies absence. In the development of national
legislation on an occasional basis without international consultation,
there have undoubtedly been citizens who have not been eligible for
any nationality statute. With the introduction of rigid rules on
immigration, statelessness started as citizens did not count for the laws
7
United Nations High Commissioner For Human Rights (UNHCHR), Human RightsA Compilation of International Instrument, Volume-I, United Nations Publication by
Bookwell, New Delhi, 2002, p.3.
8
I.A. Shearer, Starke’s International Law, Published by Oxford University Press, New
York, 11th edn., 2007, p.313
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of either state. But statelessness is not only created by gaps in the laws
of nationality; it is also created by intentional state policies of
exclusion. Consequently, today, stateless persons often lack human
rights because they have no recognized legal status or identity.
International Measures to deal with Nationality and Statelessness
A variety of significant steps have been taken to combat the problems
of Statelessness. This will be analyzed under the following headings:
 United Nations for Nationality and Statelessness
 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees on
Nationality and Statelessness
 Regional Instruments for Nationality and Statelessness
The International Response to Statelessness
Traditionally, the dilemma of statelessness was assumed to be more
complex than the refugee situation (following World War I and after
that the coming into force of the Nazi denationalization decree of
1941), with both groups confronting extremely identical problems and
getting support and encouragement from global refugee
organizations.9 Following World War II, a newly established United
Nations centered on issues relating to the protection of individuals who
have become alienated out of their own country. This committee
included all “stateless persons” and “refugees". On the basis of the
study by the UN on stateless persons, a decision has been taken to
develop an international agreement to respond to the issues. In the
result, two different international instruments have been introduced;
the first one was the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees. As a
consequence, while some stateless people may seek asylum on the
basis of the Refugee Convention, others would not have met the
10
conditions.
The Protocol on stateless people which was drawn up as an appendix to
the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugee, became a Convention
9

Caroline Sawyer, ‘Stateless in Europe: legal aspects of de jure and de facto
statelessness in the European union’, in C.Sawyer and B.K.Blitz(eds.) Statelessness in
the European Union –Displaced, Undocumented, Unwanted, CUP 2011, 69-107, at
76.
10
Guy Goodwin Gill, The rights of refugees and stateless persons, in Saksena (eds.)
Human rights perspectives & challenges (in 1900's and beyond), Lancers Books, New
Delhi:1994, p.382.
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in its own right in 1954. The 1954 Convention relating to the Status of
Stateless Persons is the principal international instrument intended at
governing and strengthening the status of stateless persons and
ensuring that stateless persons are bestowed their fundamental human
rights and freedoms without persecution. In certain ways, the terms of
the Convention are very similar to those of the 1951 Refugee
11
Convention. The 1954 Convention provides a strictly legal
interpretation of a stateless person: “a person who is not deemed to be
national by any State under its statute” (what is defined as de jure
stateless), and a person who is stateless in addition to giving specific
rights and benefits to those persons that qualify under the term.
Although it was felt that it was necessary for the framer of the
Convention to distinguish between de jure stateless persons (those
who did not automatically receive nationality or by individual decision
in the context of the operation of any State’s laws) and de facto
stateless persons (individuals who cannot find out their nationality).
The Convention of 1954 advocates various changes in accordance
with the condition of stateless individuals. The avoidance of
statelessness and the restitution of nationality remained at rest the
central purpose of the above Convention. In August 1950, an
ECOSOC Declaration recommended that the ILC prepare a plan for an
international Conference on the reduction of statelessness. The ILC
has drawn up two agreements, both concerned with the dilemma of
statelessness arising from conflicts of laws. One Convention on the
elimination of prospective statelessness contained provisions which
went much further than those contained in the second proposed
Convention, Focusing on reducing the probability of statelessness in
12
the future. The 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness is
the instrument that attributed to the improved from this process. The
purpose was to prevent statelessness from occurring by prohibited
states from withdrawing nationality if this would proceed to
statelessness, as well as by enforcing a legal obligation on States to
grant nationality to individuals who would otherwise be stateless.
Together instead, the 1954 and 1961 Statelessness Conventions were
formed to provide identifiable and compatible strategies to the
statelessness crisis by expressly assigning human rights to stateless
persons and eliminating statelessness, accordingly.
11
United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, 360
U.N.T.S.117, 1954, Article 1(1).
12
United Nations Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, U.N.T.S. 989, 1961
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UNHCR
Since the early 1990s, the Conventions of 1954 and 1961 have been
submitted for ratification. Previously, there was no UN agency that
actively supported accession. UNHCR has made a major contribution
to the role of human rights supervisors.13 At the regional level, the
UNHCR worked with other stakeholders to further develop
international standards in the field of nationality, in particular, to
address emerging issues and gaps under the 1954 and 1961
Conventions. Comprising 76 member states, the UNHCR Executive
Committee (Ex-COM) held a meeting in Geneva to review and
authorize the schedule of the UNHCR’s and to advise the UNHCR
along with other agencies on issues of statelessness. On the other hand,
there may be some correlation between stateless people and refugees
but the two classifications are distinct and will remain. Of reality, some
refugees may still be stateless and some stateless people may be
refugees although that is no longer the case with the overwhelming
majority of them. Nevertheless, even most immigrants are not stateless
and the bulk of stateless people are not immigrants. UNHCR’s
provisions on statelessness and refugees converge as stateless refugees
14
are covered under the 1951 Convention on Refugees. If a stateless
person is a refugee concurrently, UNHCR advises to assess each claim
and accept both statuses explicitly; however, refugee status is in
practice likely to transcend Statelessness as it is more detailed. In
2014, the UNHCR combined the two guidelines on the safety of
15
stateless persons into a manual. UNHCR has played a crucial role in
the negotiation of a number of UN Human Rights Council and former
Human Rights Commission resolutions, in particular the sequence of
resolutions on arbitrary denial of nationality and the resolution on the
nationality of women and children first adopted in 2012. Arbitrary
denial of nationality has two major consequences for the enjoyment of
human rights (political, legal, physical, social or cultural). The first of
these is that unconstitutional denial of nationality puts the people
13

Mark Manly, UNHCR’s Mandate and Activities, Published by Cambridge University
Press, U.K., 2014.
14
UNGA Resolution 3274(XXIX), 10 December 1974. See also UNHCR Ex-Com
Conclusion No.78 (XVVI) 1995 and UNGA Resolution 50/152, 9 February 1996, and
more generally Interparliamentary Union and UNHCR, Nationality and
Statelessness: A Handbook for Parliamentarians No 22, 2014, pp.44-45, and UNHCR
Handbook on Protection of Stateless Persons, paras.4, 125-128.
15
UNHCR, Handbook on Protection of Stateless Persons under the 1954 Convention
relating to the status of stateless persons, Geneva 2014.
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affected at a disadvantage by prohibiting the complete enjoyment of
their civil and human rights. The second explanation is that these
people find themselves in a position with heightened exposure to
human rights abuses.
Overall, the Convention's 1961 anniversary helped demystify
statelessness issues. However, UNHCR is only one of a number of
stakeholders, and to some degree, more progress will depend on its
ability to persuade others to take action. Provided these factors,
UNHCR activities have many aspects and dynamics except
statelessness. It goes without saying that states are the major figures in
deciding the condition for obtaining and losing nationality and
developing policies related to the security of stateless persons. Some
progress has been made in this region, including by highlighting
statelessness concerns in UNHCR’s Executive Committee or listing
recommendations in the United Nations Human Rights Council's
Universal review committee analysis for countries with large stateless
populations. In summary, UNHCR’s mission has continued to expand
and statelessness- focused operation has now become a core part of
what it is doing around the world. UNHCR is well-positioned to play a
major role in achieving this. The ultimate outcome was that
Government, International organizations (including UNHCR) and
Human rights organizations began to pay more attention to issues of
nationality and statelessness.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Nationality
The 1945 charter of the United Nations was created, which established
a firm foundation for internationalization of the Human Rights by the
United Nations general assembly of 10th December 1948.16 The
UDHR 1948 contains a Preamble and its objective is expressed in 30
sections which categorically contain a general prohibition of
discrimination. Provisions on nationality may also be found in a
number of Human Rights instruments regionally and universally in
keeping with the spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and its article 15 declares “Everyone has the right to a
nationality and No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality
16

M.A. Glendon, “The Rule of Law in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights”, 2
NW. U.J.INT'L HUM. RTS. 5 available at; http://www.law.northwestern.edu/journals
/jihr/v2/5 visited on 9th April 2020.
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or the right to change his nationality.”17 The right to a Nationality is
discussed by many other foreign legal instruments. The 1957
Convention on the Nationality of Married Women preserves the
nationality of a woman in the case of any loss or acquisition by her
husband of another nationality. The first three convention articles
contain specific provisions relating to the nationality of a wife. In 1963
it adopted a Convention on the Reduction of Multiple Nationalities
Cases and on Military Commitments in multiple nationalities cases.
The convention of 1963 is restricted in scope only to the problem of
multiple nationalities; two guidelines were introduced in 1977 and
1993 to address relevant issues and present changes in nationality
theory and practice. Article 5 of the 1965 Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination mandate nations
to “Guarantee the right of all without distinction as to the ethnicity,
colour or national or ethnic origin, to Equality before the law with
regard to nationality.” Article 24 of the 1966 International Convention
on Civil and Political Rights states that “Each child shall be registered
immediately after his or her birth and shall have a certificate and each
child shall possess the right to obtain nationality.” Article 26 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966 state that
“All citizens shall be equal before the law and therefore have the
opportunity without discrimination.” Three main regional
instruments- the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights
(ACHR), the 1981 African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights
(ACHPR), and the 1950 European Convention on Human Rights
(ECHR) - the ACHR is alone in providing explicitly the right to a
nationality Article 20(1). It also takes the leading step of seeking to
combat statelessness by securing the right of children to acquire a
nationality Article 20(2). The 1950 European Convention on
Human Rights does not expressly apply to nationality rights but
questions of citizenship are subject to their requirements. Protocol 4
ensures “Freedom of movement and prohibits the expulsion of
nationals and collective expulsion of aliens.” There are no clear
requirements on statelessness in the 1981 African charter on Human
and Peoples Rights but it forbids the mass expulsion of non-nationals
on grounds of prejudice and defines the obligation of the states to
protect and support the family as a social unit and cornerstone of
society. Article 20 of the American Convention on Human Rights
17

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A (III), UN Doc. A/810 at 71
(1948).
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1969 States “Every person shall have the right to a nationality, that
person is entitled to the nationality of the state in whose jurisdiction he
was born if he has no right to any other nationality. No one shall be
arbitrarily deprived of his or her nationality or the right to change it.”
Article 9 of the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) demands that “States
Grant women equal rights with men to obtain change or maintain their
nationality and confer nationality upon their offspring’s.”18 Article 9
of the CEDAW explicitly applies to the non-discrimination in the
creation, modification or maintenance of nationality and statelessness
and nationality bestowed on children however at least twenty States
have made reservations under Article 9 as of today. In brief, it is
evident that the human rights system acknowledges the right to
nationality, but its existence and reach are restricted. Furthermore,
regulatory systems are still inadequate at a national level and yet these
structures are critical to ‘realization of freedoms.’
The Human Rights Council recently recalled ‘that the prevention and
reduction of statelessness are primarily the responsibility of States,
inappropriate cooperation with the international community. It has
therefore been argued that State’s responsibility occurs on two levels.
First, State’s responsibility occurs for the act of arbitrary deprivation
of nationality that results in statelessness. Second, State’s
responsibility occurs for the continuing nature of this violation as a
result of the stateless person becoming increasingly vulnerable in the
society in which he or she lives. In sum, ‘If a State has legislation or
practice which creates statelessness, it is that State which should
resolve the problem’.
Causes of Statelessness






Trafficking in women and children
Gender-based rules on nationality
Matrimony and birth registration laws;
Distinctions between nationality rules, i.e. Jus Soli and Jus
Sanguinis
Discriminatory law and racial, ethnic, religious and disability
policies;

18
United Nations, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women and its Optional Protocol-Handbook for Parliamentarians, published
by Inter-Parliamentarians Union, 2003, p.95.
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The succession of the state, i.e. Expulsion from a territory of
persons often resulting in discriminatory treatment of
minority groups;
 Poor and discriminatory administrative practices in
nationality determination and documentation issuance;
 Repudiation of nationality (without prior nationality
acquisition);
Consequences of Statelessness
In fact, Stateless people are faced with challenges in every sphere of
life. They struggle for fundamental amenities like-Food, Shelter,
Education, Healthcare, Jobs, labour, property markets and may even
face difficulties in securing documentation such as birth, marriage,
death certificates, driving license, passport etc. many stateless
individuals have little proof that social interaction includes them. It
includes overseas migration practically unpredictable for them and the
prohibition of free mobility within the state in which they reside.
Stateless persons are subject to arbitrary arrest, imprisonment,
extended for permanent imprisonment and generally do not have
access to the police, authority or judicial system etc., Sometimes
referred to as aliens and they may be subject to land denial, expulsion
attempts and other restrictions not available to other citizens. Most
often considered as outsiders by all States and as external victimization
and violence goals against them are made easier and are less respected
for protection and support. Stateless female and girls suffering from
survival sex, it involves circumstances in which women have to
exchange sex to get food, documentation, to protect them from getting
forced into jail, to escape physical assault etc. it results in lack of selfesteem, sexually transmitted illness, humiliation and stigmatization,
susceptibility to further exploitation, unwanted pregnancies,
dangerous abortions, children born of rape and domestic violence. It
impacts on individuals, families and communities besides this may
also have an adverse effect on their well being and uncertain sense of
identity and feelings of frustration, depression and anxiety.
Challenges of dealing with Statelessness
Here are some of the challenges ahead:
 Definitional questions
 Laps in methods for data collection
 Lack of sufficient or full set of data
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Inability or unconsciousness to classify themselves as
stateless
Principles of privacy in recognizing statelessness
Not every country in the world can record data on
Statelessness *Multi-national statistics are collected from
various data sets using different methodologies and do not
always capture the current statelessness depiction.
Only persons under the mandate of the UNHCR to protect
Statelessness are listed in their Statelessness Statistic.

Suggestions
The research offers a variety of suggestions on how to reduce
Statelessness. These are as:









19

The state would ratify the Convention on Statelessness of
1954, 1957 and 1961 and therefore, should fulfill their duties
in formulating non-discriminatory and gender-neutral statutes
on nationality.
The state should recognize their human rights obligations for
all those under the country’s jurisdiction, regardless of
19
nationality status.
In their nationality laws, most states incorporate the concept
of Jus Soli and Jus Sanguinis to ascertain the original group of
residents of the state and then how nationality is given at birth.
Those countries that do not accept dual citizenship must
ensure that they will have the option of selecting one
nationality before a certain maturity level of individual or their
family members also.
States are obliged to take every appropriate measure both
internally and externally in cooperation with other states to
ensure that when each child is born he/she has a nationality.
Children born out of wedlock or stateless parents are all
entitled to equal Nationality.
States should facilitate the process of naturalization of
stateless persons, for example by focusing on the rational use
of the parameters of residency and language and by reassuring
naturalization requirements in a situation involving stateless
persons;

Convention on the Rights of the Child, G.A. Res. A/RES/44/25, 1989.
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States should promote access to proceedings associated with
the acquisition, certification or documentation of nationality
because those entitled to recognize citizenship are not
burdened by fees; where appropriate, mobile registration units
should be provided that render certain local public institutions
accountable for issuing certificates of nationality;
Rule and regulation on nationality will ensure that no person
will repudiate his/her nationality without possessing another
nationality or getting formal and official confirmation its
authorities concerned that he/she will acquire another
nationality.
The state should provide the appropriate local authority also
with necessary conditions that birth registration conduction
systematically in compliance with Article 7 of the Convention
on the rights of the child and Article 24 of the ICCPR. The
assistance should be demanded from the international
community, especially through UNICEF, were absolutely
required.
Under the 1957 Convention on the nationality of married
women and the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women, women should have
equal rights with men as regards their children’s nationalities.
Applying these principles will prevent both discriminations
against women and the possibility of a child inheritance
his/her father statelessness status if he is stateless. The state
should include provisions regarding non-discrimination on
the ground of gender in their National legislation on
nationality.
Ensure that the principle of non-discrimination in respect of
nationality is guaranteed by the constitution of the concerned
nation and also focus on that the rule regarding nationality has
been put into effect through administrative and judicial
decisions.

Conclusion
This Article addressed the basic nature of the right to nationality in
international human rights law (the cause) and the implications of the
violation of that fundamental right (the outcomes). Gender
discrimination is a root cause of statelessness in some countries;
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discrimination has on a stateless person as an obstacle to sustainable
change and justice for stateless groups. Hence, it is vital to use the
concept of human rights principle that promote the right to a
nationality and the prohibition of statelessness. In order to have access,
the most vulnerable of stateless persons are often to discriminatory
practices in the dominant society, as deprivation or denial of
nationality itself results in discrimination beyond the actual
deprivation (for instance, denial of residence, right to employment,
education, basic health, etc.) in any person's deprivation of nationality.
The emerging human rights framework clearly underpins such acts.
Further, this article has sought to understand the meaning of
nationality in an era of human rights. The right to nationality was
discussed from two aspects: as a procedural- derived from the right to
acquire a nationality and not to be arbitrarily deprived of that
nationality, as well as the established International rules regarding the
acquisition and loss of nationality; and in terms of a substantive right,
which looked at the range of rights ordinarily associated with the
possession of nationality/ citizenship. Furthermore, the researcher
abundantly clears from continuous analyses that UNHCR’s 12 million
estimates from global statelessness static reveal the extent of the
problem. Owing to data holes which have not been detected and cannot
be filled, the action number of stateless people is estimated to be
significantly greater. Several governments have taken significant steps
to reduce statelessness in the borders of their countries, in particular,
the United Nations and the UNHCR have started thinking more
passionately and intentionally about their directions then it was before.
The prevention of statelessness can be difficult due to the endless
technical grounds on which nationality can be lost or removed.
Deficiencies in regulatory systems at a domestic and international
level, however, impede their capacity to deter and deliver substantive
solutions to these violations. In the countries in dispute, remedies can
be sought by more effective regional processes. Many stateless
citizens experience oppression and insecurity and compassionate
description of persecution is what we need.

=
=
=
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Biblical Studies in the Age of Covid-19:
Intersectional Imaginations
- Mothy Varkey*
Introduction
Biblical studies are subversive rejoinders to specific historical
situations and material conditions. As we are facing an unprecedented
global vulnerability triggered by Covid-19, it is the responsibility of
any theological community to bring both the impact and injustices that
the ‘pandemic pandemonium’ has wrought on various sections of
people, and the critical lens of the Bible in contrapuntal conversation.
The goal of such tête-à-têtes is not to (ab)use Bible as an eternal
panacea to resolve all sorts of conundrums vis-à-vis coronavirus.
Instead, it aims to reread Bible, which is an important faith resource,
from the vantage point of how the pandemic intersects with issues of
social, economic, ecological and gender justice. These mutual and
material modes of sharing define vulnerability and interdependence of
our embodied social life. This calls for an intersectional approach in
our faith response to the ‘viral genocide’. This write up however
focuses only two issues––domestic violence (“intimate terrorism”),
and migrant labourers (“reverse exodus”).
‘Intimate Terrorism’ in the Times of the Global Sabbatical
The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic is not gender neutral, as it affects
men and women differently. Home gets more violent and abusive than
ever under the swiftly fluctuating lockdown landscape across the
globe. Mandatory stay-at-home rules, disease distancing, economic
uncertainties, and stress caused by the pandemic worsen the stress for
gender-motivated perpetrators to the extent of abusing women for silly
reasons. According to Dr. Hans Kluge, the Regional Director for
Europe for the World Health Organization, “it is over 3 months since
the novel coronavirus gained a foothold in our region, over 2 months
since Europe first documented community transmission, and just over
1 month since we observed the virus move east across the European
Region. With a total of 1.6 million cases and almost 150,000 deaths,
*Rev. Dr. Mothy Varkey is New Testament Lecturer at Mar Thoma
Theological Seminary, Kottayam, Kerala. He also serves as the Visiting
Fellow at Murdoch University, Australia.
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the European Region accounts for 45% of cases and 60% of global
deaths associated with Covid-19”.
‘Intimate terrorism’— a term many experts prefer for domestic
violence––against women is a ‘pandemically horrid reality’. The
patriarchal mindset that dismisses domestic violence as a ‘private
matter’ between intimate partners must be challenged and
problematised. It is criminal justice because “violence is always a
choice”, and therefore it is “preventable not inevitable”. The renowned
trauma expert at Harvard university, Judith Lewis Herman, argues that
the intimidating methods abusers use to control women “bear an
uncanny resemblance” to those abductors use to control captives and
brutal governments use to mentally weaken political convicts. In other
words, the perpetrators of ‘intimate terrorism’ replicate the coercive
methods of political or sexual exploitation.
Patriarchal systems of power relations habitually work on various fault
lines such as feminization of work, poverty, reproductive health,
financial constraints, purity and pollution dogmas, male chauvinistic
religious practices, and education. When all these factors intersect life
of women become all the more powerless and repressive. Economic
insecurity plays a crucial in this intersectionality. Women are more
likely to lose their jobs than men. In many countries, women's
participation in the labour market is often in the form of temporary
employment. Across the world, women represent less than 40% of
total employment but make up 57% of those working on a part-time
basis, according to the International Labour Organization. As the
effects of the invisible ‘bio tyrant’ roll through economies, reducing
employment opportunities and triggering layoffs, temporary workers,
the majority of whom are women, are expected to bear the heaviest
brunt of job losses. Sexual division of labour not only increases the
workload of women of taking care of household chores, but also
redraw domestic space constantly in favour of patriarchal power
configurations. It has and will have huge democratic ramifications as it
normalises sexual division of labour, the intersectionality of women,
and politics of violence.
Imperial invasions and colonisations are not different from pandemic
to women. When the Roman emperor Claudius expelled all Jews from
Rome, Priscilla and Aquila, one of the earliest missionary couple,
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along with thousands of Jews, left Rome as refugees and settled in
Corinth (Acts 18:2-3). As what Pandemic is doing to women, new
material realities must have redrawn the life world of Priscilla. In
Priscilla we see an intersection of various issues such as gender, race,
and class. But Priscilla is finding a radical way challenging patriarchal
patronage and conservatism by doing tent making for her means of
sustenance (Acts 18:1-3). Economic liberation and independence are
very important got gender justice. This gender-equal response to the
forced geographical relocation and the subsequent material resistance
makes her equipped to be a business person, travelling evangelist (Acts
18:18), teacher (Acts 18:24-28), church planter, and known for
intellectual engagement. Priscilla is certainly not Aquila’s
property––as was customary in Greco-Roman society––but rather his
partner in ministry and marriage. It is possible that ekklēsial gathering
in the house helped Priscilla to transcend the stereotypical division
between community and household in the Greco-Roma sphere, there is
––‘community was in the house’ (Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, In
memory of Her, 176). Priscilla reclaims her agency and identity
through economic liberation.
Migrant Labourers and Reverse Exodus
Tens of thousands of daily-wage migrant workers are now facing
pandemic apartheid in the city they had helped build and run. With the
impending fear of poverty and hunger, most of the migrant workers in
various cities in India began an imposed gruelling exodus to their
villages (reverse exodus) ––walking, cycling, hitching rides on lorries
or trucks, milk vans and water tankers. Many hit the street and travel
hundreds and thousands of kilometres to reach ‘home’. Nearly 80
migrants died of starvation and heat sickness while making this
perilous journey home. At least 198 migrants died and 1390 severely
injured in road accident. Perhaps the most brutal incident in India
happened in Aurangabad, Maharashtra, where 16 migrant labourers,
working in a private steel company, were mowed down by a freight
train. After walking for several hours, the workers got exhausted and
sat down to rest and slept off on the tracks, assuming that the trains
were not running due to lockdown. An oncoming cargo train ran over
them at around 5.20 am.
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According to the Business and Human Rights Resource centre, the
predicaments of migrant labourers are not significantly different from
India in other parts of the world. The Covid-19 pandemic threatens to
worsen the already precarious conditions in which the Mexican
workers plant, harvest, process and move fruits and vegetables in the
U.S. Labour shortages following Covid-19 border closures expose
Moroccan women working on fruit farms to new forms of exploitation.
Foreign workers were first to lose jobs amid Covid-19 outbreak in
Japan. Hundreds of thousands of Central Asian migrants are trapped in
Russia's quarantine lockdown, lacking jobs, livelihoods, and free
access to healthcare. Migrant workers in the Arab Gulf are subjected to
“wage theft” during Covid-19 and are forced to work for new
unwritten and unsigned “contracts” where salary, overtime, and other
benefits are cut. Migrant workers are suffering like sardines in
Kuwait's desert detention camps. Some 23,500 migrant workers are
currently detained in four detention camps on the outskirts of Kuwait
City as they wait to be repatriated.
While the anxious migrants are desperately trying to go to their
hometowns, some states and governments are not allowing their return
and are keeping them in overcrowded shelters. Karnataka government
in India put a hold on ‘unnecessary’ interstate movement of migrant
workers as they want to resume construction and other industrial
activities. Delhi Chief Minister also has appealed to the migrant
workers not to leave the city as he also wants to resume ‘in-situ
construction’ work and factories. In the view of Jeane Dreze, a
Belgian-born Indian economist and social scientist, the real and the
main reason behind the government’s reluctance and resistance to
allow migrant workers to return to their villages is that employers in
host state do not want to lose their “pool of cheap labour”. This harsh
decision to forbid the workers from going back is like a ‘death
sentence’ and will be counterproductive for most host states.
While the fear of losing the pool of cheap labour is an important reason
for governments to stop the migrant labourers from returning to their
homes, there is more to it. For the migrant labourers or Dalits, caste is
more deadly than the invisible virus. As Jeya correctly Rani puts it,
“An invisible virus highlights the virulence of an age-old visible
virus”. Ambedkar notes in his essay–– “Castes in India”––that a
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‘close-door policy’ is caste by itself: “At some time in the history of the
Hindus, the priestly class socially detached itself from the rest of the
body of people and through a closed-door policy became a caste by
itself”. If ‘social distancing’ (do-not-touch) between persons is a nondiscriminatory mandate for curbing the spread of the coronavirus, ‘donot-touch’ (untouchability) has been a cordon sanitaire physical
quarantining for dalits (roping off a whole community) in the name of
religious practices. Unlike in European countries we have two clearly
demarcated Indias – one that is ‘touchable’ (rich India) and the other
which is its very opposite, or ‘untouchable’ (poor India).
The pandemic has exposed the hypocritical attitude of various other
countries such as US towards the migrant workers. There are economic
compulsions behind the federal governments unofficial decision to
temporarily change “the hit-the-immigrant-like-a-piñata policy” and
deem the ‘illegal’ workers as a category of ‘essential’ superheroes in
the face of the pandemic. Various federal states now realise that food
security, especially in the front line such as fields, meatpacking plants,
grocery, delivery trucks, cannot be disconnected from border security.
This necessitates legalising the status of all essential workers in the
country. Joe L. Del Bosque of Del Bosque Farms, one of the largest
organic melon growers in US, said, “Sadly, it’s taken a pandemic for
Americans to realize that the food in their grocery stores, on their
tables, is courtesy of mostly Mexican workers, the majority of them
without documents…They’re the most vulnerable of workers. They’re
not hiding behind the pandemic waiting for a stimulus check.”
The parable of the workers in the vineyard may be seen in this context
(Matt 20:1–16). Contrary to the usual practice, the owner
himself/herself going out many times a day to hire unemployed
labourers, which shows oversupply and unemployment. But the owner
is doing it on a daily basis, not a long-term contract. Daily labourers
were a common sight in the market place (Matt 20:3). As a result, the
daily wage workers not only suffer from unemployment and
starvation, but, more importantly, they became ‘expendables’ or
‘involuntary marginals’ of the cheap pool of labour for the urban elite.
The labourers could not dispute the offered wage but agree on a
denarius a day (Matt 20:2), which is just enough for daily sustenance.
However, the payment process (Matt 20:9-10) is an egalitarian gesture
of solidarity that the owner pays all the workers a day’s wage and treats
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them all equally which echoes Matt 19:17. The owner of the vineyard
ensure minimum income and daily work for all those looking for
means of sustenance. Jesus’s father Joseph was also a migrant worker
in Egypt. On their return from Egypt, Joseph settled in Nazareth which
is not his home town. Being the son of a migrant worker, Jesus knew
the economic struggles of the families of the migrant workers. This
must have certainly informed Jesus’ theological interventions in the
life of the migrant workers in the first century Roman controlled
Jewish homeland through revolutionary parables.
There are two possibilities for the owner’s generosity––either the
owner was generous on their own or they were compelled to be
generous because of union or voluntary organizations. The latter is
more likely as the Roman world had many voluntary associations, so
workers could protest regarding their wage or working conditions.
According to Tosefta–– an ‘additional’ or ‘supplementary’ halakhic or
aggadic tradition that is not included in the Mishnah of Rabbi Judah haNasi––Baba Metziah 11.24–26: “The wool workers and the dyers are
permitted to say, “ We will all be partners in any business that comes to
the city”. The bakers are permitted to establish work shifts amongst
themselves. Donkey drivers are permitted to say, “We will provide
another donkey for anyone whose donkey dies”….The shipmasters are
permitted to say, “We will provide another ship for anyone whose ship
is destroyed”.
Theological communities cannot engage the issue of migrant labourers
and their reverse exodus with customary (exegetical) tools. They need
to initiate a collaborative relationship with labour movements and their
fight against systemic perversity. But both theological community and
social movements operate on completely different silos. Looking for
common grounds is perhaps a way of doing Bible studies in the context
of the burning issue of migrant issues across the globe.
Conclusion
The events that unpack the foretaste of the impossible becoming
possible in history are kairos or apocalyptic moments, to use biblical
language. In kairos moments, foundations of the world shake,
narratives of racism and casteism collapse. Those who search for God
in history might be surprised as such moments shake off false gods
who privilege the privileged and demand sacrifice from the less
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privileged. In the Bible, apokalypsis does not mean the destruction of
the physical/material world. “It means revelation: not a final closing
down, but a great dis/closure” (Catherine Keller). If Covid-19 is an
apocalyptic moment, like the death of Jesus on the cross and the
resurrection of the saints, then the challenge before the theological
community is to be ‘creative collaborators’ with it and thus translate
“the new heaven and earth” as the radical renewal of atmosphere and
earth.
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BIBLE STUDY

Justice and Peace: Reading Amos in the Times of the
Pandemic
- Priscilla Rawade*
According to the South China Morning Post, a 55-year-old individual
from Hubei province in China may have been the first person to have
contracted COVID-19. The case dates back to Nov. 17, 2019. Since
then the world has been witnessing the massive spread of COVID- 19
across the globe. Many countries reacted by shutting down their
borders or resorting to partial or complete lockdowns.
In India too, we saw the spread of the virus. India reacted by ordering a
complete lockdown with a four-hour notice period in March for a
period of 21 days. With the limited understanding the world had of the
novel virus it was expected to put an arrest to the spread of the
pandemic by the end of the lockdown. Although we now have an
improved understanding of the virus it still continues to baffle medical
experts with the range of symptoms and the effect it has on the human
body. The world is in a race against time to find a vaccine for it. The
virus took the world by complete surprise. A world where we thought
we know everything; this virus has made us realize the limitations of
our knowledge and human fallibility It has virtually brought the world
to a standstill. Many countries have had to call for lockdowns time and
again to contain it’s spread. The forced isolation and the surplus time
that the virus inadvertently provided has been a time of reflection for
many of us on the ways of the world. It has certainly brought to light the
overall ruthless and discriminating nature of capitalism that we are all
part of directly or indirectly. The rich flying home by air and the poor
walking miles by road to reach their homes with some even dying on
the way. The contrast of the rich uploading videos of “stay fit even at
home” while the poor were starving. The rich making a huge deal of
donating their money by advertising about it while the poor were
losing their livelihood and were being forced to depend on the charity
*Rev. Priscilla Rawade is an ordained minister of the Church of North India
from Kolhapur, Maharashtra. She is an Associate Professor of Old
Testament at Bishop’s College, Kolkata.
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of others These are some of the stark and disturbing images that were
brought to the fore by the pandemic. In times such as these it is an
attempt of the writer to read the Prophetic Book of Amos to infer the
elements of Justice and Peace that should challenge the church.
Mishpath and Shalom in the Old Testament
The English language does not distinguish between the two Hebrew
terms mišpāṭ, “justice” and dîn, “judgment.” The substantive mišpāṭ,
like the root špṭ from which it is derived, is multifarious in meaning. In
the Mari documents, the meanings of the root špṭ, according to various
contexts, include “to rule,” “to govern,” “to command [an army],” “to
judge [in a forensic sense],” “to arbitrate [in a dispute],” “to warn,” “to
punish,” and “to vindicate.” Consequently, the substantive mišpāṭ
yields a variety of meanings such as “justice,” “judgment,” “rights,”
“vindication,” “deliverance,” “custom,” “norm.” Although some
contexts of mišpāṭ show that the root špṭ and the substantive mišpāṭ
were also used in a forensic sense, there is strong evidence that attests
that originally the substantive mišpāṭ referred to the restoration of a
situation or environment which promoted equity and harmony in a
1
community.
The Principal word used to express the idea of peace in the Hebrew
Bible is šālôm. The root word is found in many Semitic languages. The
Akkadian salāmū comes closest to the core meaning of the root, - “to
be hale, whole, and complete.” In one way or another, the notions of
wholeness, health, and completeness form all the variants of the word.
Peace is not, then simply a negative; the absence of war. Peace is a
positive notion with its own content. Shalom is the daily greeting in
Israel; šālôm ֜ᾰlêkem “peace upon you (pl.)” is a common expression
we could translate as “good day.” But it really is closer to “may you be
well.” To be well is of course, to be “whole, to be complete,” to have
2
physical and spiritual resources sufficient to one’s needs.
For early Hebrews Yahweh could be designated Shalom (Judge 6:24)
and the word designates the state of being well. Whereas the Greeks
were clearly comfortable applying peace to the inner nature of humans,
1

Temba L. J. Mafico, “Justice,” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary (Volume 3 H-J), editor
David Noel Freedman (New York: Double Day, 1992), 1127-1128.
Joseph P. Healey, “Peace” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary (Volume 5 O-Sh), editor
David Noel Freedman (New York: Double Day, 1992), 206.
2
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the Hebrews tended to use the term primarily for interpersonal or social
relations where it comes very close to meaning “justice.” When Justice
is done it is seen as God’s gift to people, and the prosperity comes to the
3
people when they live faithfully under God’s covenant.
The Prophetic Voice
The nevi’im or the Prophetic Writings form a very important part of the
Hebrew Bible. We can observe that the rise of monarchy also sees the
rise of prophets in the Israelite society. When on one hand there was
centralization of power in the hands of the King on the other hand we
see that there were prophets who time and again challenged the kings
when they failed to follow the path of Yahweh.
We can trace a powerful history of prophecy in Israel right back to
Moses, who was able to speak with authority because he had received
the words from God. We can also see another group of prophets some
centuries earlier in the eleventh century BCE, during the time of
Samuel. And for a long period, there continued to be groups of
religious prophets or members of particular families in Israel, who
were called, “sons of the prophets.” Not much is known about their
activities, but they seem to have joined in excited speaking, singing,
4
and dancing, and they probably studied the Law together.
The prophets of the eight century BCE, particularly Amos, Isaiah and
Micah vehemently criticized the injustice done by the powerful elites
and the rich and greedy merchants to the poor and the needy. These
prophets viewed justice in three perspectives. Firstly, they viewed
justice as a theological term whose priority was rooted in Israel’s
knowledge of God who is just and requires justice from the people.
Secondly, they saw justice as a moral value which appears in
synonymous relation with righteousness. Thirdly, they saw that the
practice of justice is possible within the human realm in the courts and
in business life.5
3
William Klassen, “Peace,” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary (Volume 5 O-Sh), editor
David Noel Freedman (New York: Double Day, 1992), 207.
4
Bernard Thorogood, A Guide To the Book Of Amos (New Delhi: ISPCK, 2014), 5
5
R. L. Hnuni “Justice in the Old Testament,” in Essays in Honour of Bishop John
Sadananda (Bangalore: BTESSC, 2015), 183.
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Background
Very little is known about the prophet Amos himself. For example,
nothing is known about the dates of his birth or the age at which he
began his prophetic activity or even the length of time that activity
continued. It is clear that Amos’ prophetic ministry took place in the
time of Jeroboam II, who ruled over Israel from 787/6- 747/6 BCE.
The earthquake mentioned in 1:1 has been confirmed by
archaeological evidence and has generally been dated to 760 BCE.
Amos’ time was one of peace, prosperity and expansion of Israel’s
territory. Previously in the last part of the ninth century, Syria had made
attacks on Israel, but these stopped after the Assyrian king Adadnirari
III captured the Syrian capital of Damuscus in 800. So, Syria had been
powerless for at least twenty years, and Israel enjoyed a period of
stability. However, the stability of Amos’ world was also breaking
down. Because of shifts of power, Assyria was now being forced to
lessen its pressure on Syria. So Amos lived in the shadow of new
boarder incidents like the one referred to in 1:3. The prosperity of
Amos’ time can be seen in his mention of commercial activities (8:5),
flourishing agriculture (5:11), and new developments in the fields of
architecture (3:15) and music (6:5). However, it was also a time of
social and economic injustice, when rich people became increasingly
richer, and poor people became poorer. Amos mentions practices like
selling honest people into slavery simply because they could not pay
their debts (2:6), taking advantage of the poor (8:4), and taking bribes
(5:12).6
Comments on Amos 5:21-24
v 21: In the prophetic writings the general observation is that the
wrongdoing usually precedes the announcements of a punishment.
Here we observe that the order is reversed by highlighting the act of
God in the present. We do not come to know the charges against Israel
until we come to vv 24-26.This continues the pattern set in vv 18-20 of
placing priority on getting the Israelites to realize that their whole
preconception about their relation to Yahweh was incorrect. Lev. 26:31
warns the covenant people that if they break Yahweh’s laws, “I will lay
waste your sanctuaries and I will not approve the pleasing aroma of
6

Jane De Waard and William A. Smalley, A Translator’s Handbook on the book of
Amos (New York, United Bible Society, 1979),1.
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your offerings.” The festivals and assemblies are terms used here in
parallel to denote the three yearly pilgrimage celebrations as well as
any other occasions for gathering to eat and worship. Such worship
Yahweh now rejects, for reasons yet to be mentioned, in the same way
Yahweh rejected the nonsense of the Canaanite cult (Deut. 12:31,
7
“detestable things Yahweh hates”).
With undisputable fervor, Yahweh addresses the Israelites. The direct
object of this outpouring of detestation and abhorrence is “your
festivals”. “I take no delight in your solemn assemblies”. The Hebrew
original term applied to the “smelling” is here extended to apply to the
disfavor of the Lord toward Israel’s “festal gatherings”, which were
popular assemblies for the purpose of prayer and sacrifice during
holidays or times of trouble.8
v 22 While verse 21 mentions about the festivals verse 22 specifically
mentions sacrifices. The traditional triad of burnt offering, grain
offering and the communion meal are all now objectionable. God’s
refusal to “accept” sacrifices any longer reflects also the language of
Leviticus in regard to proper/improper offerings (Lev. 19: 5-7).9
v 23 In verse 23 the attention is now focused upon songs and music that
were part and parcel of their festal gatherings. Yahweh demands and
commands that each one “remove (the burden) from me” of all hymns
and praise. Not only is their singing revolting to the Lord but further
adds in the chiastically second colon, “And to the melody of your lutes
I will not listen”. We note that this total renunciation is expressed
anthropomorphically by the Lord’s shutting off, so to speak, several of
his own senses: smell (21), sight (v 22) and hearing (v 23). In sum their
cultic ceremonial behavior is found to be as offensive as their secular
living habits, which are also accompanied by the very same songs and
playing of musical instruments.10
Yahweh has already rejected the cults feasts and its sacrifices. Here
Yahweh rejects even its praise. Vocal and instrumental music were
7

Douglas Stuart, Word Biblical Commentary Volume 31 Hosea- Jonah (Mexico:
Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1987), 354.
8
Shalom M. Paul Amos (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1991), 189-190
9
Douglas Stuart, Word Biblical Commentary Volume 31 Hosea- Jonah (Mexico:
Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1987), 354.
10
Shalom M. Paul Amos (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1991), 191-192.
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integral to worship in OT time. But Israel’s God will neither look at nor
listen to the people’s worship.11
v 24: “But let justice roll on like water, and righteousness like an everflowing stream.” By once again drawing upon the imagery of the open
country so well known to the prophet and his listeners, Amos relates
the demand for ever-streaming justice and righteousness to a river bed
that never fails. Just as a field becomes dry without a constant supply of
water, so, too, a society must be “watered” by justice and righteousness
in order to survive.12
A society truly in harmony with Yahweh’s will, must practice justice
and righteousness routinely: always and everywhere. It is in the nature
of a covenant that it cannot be kept merely arbitrarily. Justice and
righteousness cannot stop and start like a wilderness wadi that flows
with water only during the rainy seasons and otherwise is just a dry
stream bed. They must instead continue night and day, all year like the
13
“strong stream” that never goes dry.
Reading Amos in the times of the Pandemic
The Pandemic has clearly made the injustice in the society very
evident. Church being very much part of the world has not escaped the
effects of it. It is challenging to many, to not be able to attend the
Sunday Worship service in the Church. The church being locked down
was something we never imagined or thought of. But the pandemic has
made us do it. But this time, has also challenged us to think of the
Church in a new perspective. In a perspective where the actual church
is not the building, but the people. In such times the book of Amos
offers us a wonderful insight which both helps us to introspect as well
guides us in understanding our covenant with God.
1. Prosperity Times for whom?
As we have already seen that the book of Amos was written during the
time in which the Israelites were not facing a war and a time in which
11

Douglas Stuart, Word Biblical Commentary Volume 31 Hosea-Jonah (Mexico:
Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1987), 354-355.
12
Shalom M. Paul, Amos (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1991), 192-193.
13
Douglas Stuart, Word Biblical Commentary Volume 31 Hosea- Jonah (Mexico:
Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1987), 355.
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there was prosperity. But we also observe that this prosperity was
limited to a few and most of the people were suffering from poverty.
The time of the pandemic has highlighted to us the difficulty and pain
in the lives of the poor. The Church who is called to be a prophetic
voice is then challenged to work with the poor and to bring in economic
justice.
2. Worship and Services for what?
God used the strongest of terms to express displeasure with the
religious practices of Israel. Following rituals blindly cannot substitute
for the basic moral and ethical actions of humans. When these are
lacking, religious life, with all its ritual become a mockery. Therefore,
this call is meant for the church to introspect. God does not take
pleasure in our communion services, our singing or our many loud
vocal prayers unless we practice justice. The proper divine-human
relationship is based upon a correct human-human relationship.
Without practicing justice; the religious practices are empty to the
core.
3. Professing our Faith by Practicing Justice and Peace
For the Israelites, religious life was not separate from the day-to-day
life that they lived. They were expected to keep the covenant with
Yahweh in every thing they did; be it selling or purchasing or the
relationship that they shared with their neighbors and strangers. They
were expected to practice justice in every aspect of their lives. The
times of the Pandemic has challenged us to see the Church beyond the
four walls. The prophet Amos shows that the ultimate act of giving
glory to God is by being involved in doing acts of justice. Thus, the
Church is challenged to be faithful not just selectively but
wholeheartedly. Justice and peace go hand in hand. There can never be
peace without justice. Amos reminds us that peace is not the absence of
war but peace is the presence of well-being. Amos thus challenges us in
these times to look deeper into ourselves and ask more meaningful
questions; questions of well-being of not only each other but also of the
weak and the poor.
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